We propose RelHunter, a machine learning-based method for the extraction of structured information from text. RelHunter's key idea is to model the target structures as a relation over entities. Hence, the modeling effort is reduced to the identification of entities and the generation of a candidate relation, which are simpler problems than the original one. RelHunter fits a very broad spectrum of complex computational linguistic problems. We apply it to five tasks: phrase chunking, clause identification, hedge detection, quotation extraction, and dependency parsing. We compare RelHunter to token classification approaches through several computational experiments on seven multilingual corpora. RelHunter outperforms the token classification approaches by 2.14% on average. Moreover, we compare the derived systems against state-of-the-art systems for each corpus. Our systems achieve state-of-the-art performances for three corpora: Portuguese phrase chunking, Portuguese clause identification, and English quotation extraction. Additionally, the derived systems show good quality performance for the other four corpora.
Introduction
Over the last two decades, several computational linguistic problems have been modeled as local token classification tasks and successfully approached by machine learning (ML) methods [1, 18] . Nevertheless, the harder problems consist in identifying complex structures within a text. These structures comprise many tokens and show nonlocal token dependencies.
Phrase Chunking [23] is a task that involves structure recognition. Punyakanok and Roth [21] decompose this task into three ML subtasks and combine their outputs using a dynamic programming algorithm. They show that this approach significantly outperforms a simple token classification model.
Clause Identification [24] is another computational linguistic task that requires structure recognition. As clauses may embed other clauses, these structures involve stronger dependencies than phrase chunks. Carreras et al. [3] propose an approach to clause identification that extends Punyakanok and Roth's previous work.
Phrase Recognition is a general task that includes both Phrase Chunking and Clause Identification. Carreras et al. [4] propose the Filtering-Ranking Perceptron (FRP) system for this general task. The FRP task modeling is strongly related to previous proposals [3, 21] ; however, FRP simultaneously learns to solve the three subtasks. FRP is very effective although computationally expensive in terms of both training and prediction time.
Here, we describe RelHunter, a new ML-based method for the extraction of structured information from text. The central idea of RelHunter is to model the target structures as a relation over entities. To learn how to extract the entities and the relation, the method uses two additional schemes: task decomposition and interdependent classification. The RelHunter's task decomposition strategy is inspired by the modeling in [21] for Phrase Chunking, in [3] for Clause Chunking, and in [4] for Phrase Recognition. RelHunter uses Entropy Guided Transformation Learning (ETL) [6, 16] as its basic learning engine. ETL is an ML algorithm that performs interdependent classification in an effort-free modeling way.
RelHunter fits a broad spectrum of complex computational linguistic problems. To illustrate RelHunter's generality, we apply it to five tasks: Phrase Chunking [23] , Clause Identification [24] , Hedge Detection [8] , Quotation Extraction [5] , and Dependency Parsing [19] . To evaluate the performance of the proposed system, we perform several experiments using seven annotated corpora, where three contain Portuguese text and four contain English text. In Table 1 , we summarize the RelHunter's performances along with the state-of-the-art performances on the evaluated corpora.
Preliminary versions of this method have been published in [9, 11, 12] . The remainder of this text is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we discuss some approaches related to this work. In Sect. 3, we give an overview of the RelHunter method. We describe the task decomposition strategy in Sect. 4. Next, in Sect. 5, we detail the ETL algorithm and the RelHunter's interdependent strategy. In Sect. 6, we present the modeling approaches for five natural language processing tasks. In Sect. 7, we report our empirical setup and findings on seven corpora. Finally, in Sect. 8, we present our conclusions and remarks.
Related work
Phrase Chunking [23] is an important computational linguistic task that involves structure recognition and consists in identifying nonoverlapping chunks of syntactically correlated words. Punyakanok and Roth [21] divide this problem into three machine learning subtasks. In the first subtask, they train a token classification model to identify tokens that start a chunk. Similarly, in the second subtask, they train a model to identify tokens that end a chunk. Next, a third model scores the chunk boundary candidates, i.e., all the pairs of start and end tokens. Finally, a dynamic programming algorithm generates a chunk set that maximizes the sum of the scoring function and satisfies the chunk formation constraints. They use hidden Markov models to train the three models and show that this approach significantly outperforms a simple token classification approach.
Clause Identification [24] is another important computational linguistic task that consists in identifying the clauses within a sentence. A clause may embed other clauses, and thus these structures involve stronger dependencies than phrase chunks. Carreras et al. [3] propose an extension of Punyakanok and Roth's work for clause identification. Their system comprises complex methods for training and extraction in order to exploit the specific dependency aspects of clause structures.
Carreras et al. [4] propose the Filtering-Ranking Perceptron (FRP) system for two phrase recognition problems: phrase chunking and clause identification. The FRP modeling is strongly related to the two previously cited systems. Thus, it divides the original problem into three ML subtasks (start, end, and score) and combines the outputs using a dynamic programming algorithm. However, the training algorithm is a modified perceptron that simultaneously trains the three subtask models. In each perceptron iteration, the misidentified phrases are used to adjust the parameters of the three ML models. Hence, the training is guided by a global performance measure. FRP is very effective, although computationally expensive in terms of both training and prediction time. It is currently the state of the art for clause identification.
RelHunter overview
In this section, we present an overview of the RelHunter method. We use the Clause Identification task as an illustrative example. In Fig. 1 , we show a sentence along with its two clauses indicated by brackets.
RelHunter's key idea is to model the target structures as a relation over entities. To learn how to extract the entities and the relation, the method relies on two additional schemes: task decomposition and interdependent classification.
RelHunter decomposes the original task into three subtasks: (i) Entity Identification; (ii) Candidate Relation Generation; and (iii) Relation Recognition. In Fig. 2 , we illus- Entity Identification is a local subtask, in which simple entities are detected without any concern about the structures they belong to. The outcome of this subtask is the entity set. For instance, for clause identification, we identify two types of entities: tokens that start a clause and tokens that end a clause.
The second subtask is performed by a simple procedure that generates the candidate relation over the entity set. This relation includes true and false candidates. This procedure considers domain specific knowledge to avoid the generation of all possible candidates. In the clause identification task, we generate a binary relation composed of all entity pairs (s, e) such that s is a start clause token, e is an end clause token, and s does not occur after e.
The Relation Recognition subtask is a binary classification problem in which RelHunter discriminates between true and false candidates. The output of this subtask is the extracted relation that contains the identified candidates.
In the following sections, we detail RelHunter's design rationale. In Sect. 4, the task decomposition scheme is explained. In Sect. 5, we describe Interdependent Classification, an important issue explored by RelHunter.
Task decomposition
RelHunter decomposes the original task into three simpler subtasks that are sequentially solved. The first subtask, Entity Identification, is further decomposed into several token classification problems.
RelHunter tackles the nonlocal aspects of structured problems by using its task decomposition scheme. Entity Identification is just a local procedure, whereas the last two subtasks efficiently explore the global context of the target structures.
Entity identification
This is a local subtask in which simple entities are detected without any concern about the structures they belong to. An entity is given by a type and a set of consecutive tokens. Additionally, one of its tokens is defined as the entity head.
We decompose the Entity Identification subtask into several token classification tasks, one for each entity type. Thus, we use the original corpus to train several classifiers, also one per entity type. The outcome of this subtask is the entity set.
For instance, in the clause identification task, we consider two entity types: tokens that start a clause and tokens that end a clause. Since these entities comprise only one token, that one is the entity head. To identify these entities, we train two binary classifiers: one for the start token identification subtask and another for the end token identification subtask.
Candidate relation generation
In this intermediate subtask, we are given the entity set and hence use a domain-specific procedure to generate the candidate relation. Each instance within this relation represents a candidate structure. Thus, this relation includes true and false candidates.
For clause identification, we generate a binary relation with all entity pairs composed by a start clause token and an end clause token such that the start token does not occur after the end token.
Relation recognition
This is a classification subtask in which a binary classifier discriminates between true and false candidates within the candidate relation. To train this classifier, we build the relation dataset with an entry for each candidate. This dataset comprises two feature sets: local and global.
The local features are related to the candidate entities. For each entity, we just copy the features of its head token from the original corpus to the relation dataset.
A corpus is composed by segments whose definition is task dependent. For instance, in clause identification a segment is a sentence, whereas in quotation extraction a segment is a paragraph. The global features carry information of the candidate and its entities related to their whole segment.
For each candidate and each candidate entity, we split its segment into three fragments. Indeed, given a candidate, the three fragments are the tokens before the candidate, the tokens within the candidate, and the tokens after the candidate. Similarly, for each entity, we split its segment into the tokens before the entity, the tokens within the entity, and the tokens after the entity.
The global features follow Carreras et al. [3] . These features inform about the occurrence of relevant elements within each considered fragment. The definition of a relevant element is application specific. In the clause identification task, we consider three relevant elements: verbal chunks, start clause tokens, and end clause tokens.
For each relevant element and fragment, we generate two global features in the relation dataset: a flag indicating the occurrence of the element within the fragment and a counter showing its frequency. Thus, the relation dataset has km local features and 6r(k + 1) global features, where k is the relation cardinality, m is the number of features in the original corpus, and r is the number of relevant elements. For instance, the relation dataset for clause identification has 60 input features, since k = 2, m = 3, and r = 3 for this task.
Interdependent classification
The input to the Relation Recognition subtask is the candidate relation, i.e., a set of candidates. The corresponding classifier must discriminate between true and false candidates. However, identifying one candidate as true implies that some other candidates must be false. This involves a special modeling issue: interdependent classification. The learning engine may explore these dependencies when building the classifier for this subtask.
Interdependent classification is usually assumed for neighboring examples. When the learning model adopts a Markovian property, the neighborhood is given by a context window. This is the case for Markovian fields such as hidden Markov models. Another ML model that performs interdependent classification is Entropy Guided Transformation Learning (ETL). RelHunter uses ETL as its basic learning engine.
Next, we describe ETL and show how RelHunter explores its interdependent classification modeling.
Entropy Guided Transformation Learning
ETL is a supervised ML algorithm for multiclass classification problems. ETL is error driven. The algorithm generates transformation rules to correct classification errors in the training corpus. ETL generalizes Transformation Based Learning (TBL) [1] by automatically generating rule templates. ETL employs an entropy guided template generation approach, which uses the information gain measure in order to select feature combinations that provide good rule template sets. In Fig. 3 , we outline the ETL training algorithm.
1. Apply the baseline system to the training corpus. 2. Generate the rule templates by using an entropy-guided approach. For a detailed discussion of the ETL algorithm and the corresponding modeling approach, see [6, 16] .
ETL has been successfully applied to part-of-speech tagging [7] , phrase chunking, named entity recognition [6, 17] , clause identification [10, 11] , dependency parsing [18] , and hedge detection [12] , achieving results at least as good as the ones of TBL with handcrafted templates and close to state-of-the-art results. Several ETL-based multilingual systems are freely available on the Web through the F-EXT 1 service [9] .
ETL uses an annotated dataset that is partitioned into segments such that each segment is a sequence of examples. Examples within the same segment are considered dependent. Conversely, examples within different segments are considered independent. Moreover, an example classification depends only on the features of the examples from its corresponding context window. The context window includes surrounding examples that may be considered when generating a rule to correct the classification of an example.
Hence, to apply ETL we need to provide three modeling ingredients: dataset segment definition, example ordering within a segment, and the context window size. Given that, classification dependencies are explored by the ETL classifier.
ETL modeling for relation recognition
We propose two different dataset segment definitions. The first one groups the candidates by their corresponding segments in the original dataset. For the second definition, we choose one of the example attributes and group in the same segment all the candidates that share the same attribute value. A variation of this scheme is to group candidates by more than one attribute.
We use a very simple example ordering scheme. To order the candidates within a segment of the relation dataset, we apply the same order of their entities in the original corpus.
Given the segment definition and the example ordering, the ETL context window is defined just by its size. This number is task dependent and set by model tuning.
NLP tasks
In this section, we describe the RelHunter modeling for five natural language processing (NLP) tasks: clause identification, phrase chunking, hedge detection, quotation extraction, and dependency parsing. The multilingual tasks share the same modeling for the different corpora. For each task, we describe the task itself, the corresponding corpora, the entity identification, the candidate relation generation, the considered relevant elements, and the ETL parameters.
Phrase chunking
Phrase chunking [23] is a kind of shallow parsing and provides valuable information for important and more elaborated tasks, such as clause identification [24] , dependency parsing [19] , and semantic role labeling [14] .
Phrase chunking consists in identifying nonoverlapping chunks of syntactically correlated words within a sentence. The three most important chunk types are (i) nominalin which the head token is a noun; (ii) verbal-in which the head token is a verb; and (iii) prepositional-in which the head token is a preposition. Some corpora include more types, such as adverbial and adjectival, for instance.
Corpora
We apply RelHunter to two phrase chunking corpora: the English corpus provided in the CoNLL 2000 Shared Task [22] and the Portuguese corpus described in Fernandes et al. [11] . Both corpora include the same feature set: token word, part-of-speech (POS) tag, and phrase chunk. Nevertheless, the Portuguese corpus includes only the three most important chunk types. The English corpus includes some more chunk types. The RelHunter modeling does not use any language-specific knowledge. Both the English and Portuguese corpora are divided into three parts: training, development, and test.
Entity identification
For this task, we consider as entities the tokens that start or end a chunk. An entity also determines its chunk type.
We train one ETL classifier to identify start tokens and another to identify end tokens. Both classifiers also identify the chunk types.
Candidate relation generation
Given the start and end tokens along with their chunk types, the binary candidate relation includes all the pairs of start and end tokens such that the start and end tokens lie within the same sentence, the start token does not occur after the end token, and both start and end tokens have the same chunk type.
In this task, we consider the following as relevant elements: verbal tokens, start tokens, and end tokens. Verbal tokens are identified by their POS tags. We group the candidates by their sentences and consider a context window with 7 candidates.
Clause identification
Clause identification consists in identifying all the clauses within a sentence. Clause identification is a kind of shallow parsing and has been chosen as the CoNLL 2001 Shared Task [24] . A preliminary version of the RelHunter method applied to clause identification is presented in [10, 11] .
Corpora
We apply the RelHunter method to two clause corpora: the English corpus provided in the CoNLL 2001 Shared Task [24] and the Portuguese corpus introduced in Fernandes et al. [11] . The latter is based on the Bosque corpus [13] . These two corpora include very similar feature sets, and the RelHunter modeling does not use any language-specific knowledge. The two corpora include three input features: token word, POS tag, and phrase chunk. Both the English and Portuguese corpora are divided into three parts: training, development, and test.
Entity identification
We define two entity types for clause identification: tokens that start a clause and tokens that end a clause. In order to identify these entities, we train two simple binary ETL models, one for each entity type.
Candidate relation generation
The candidate relation is a binary relation that comprises all the start and end token pairs such that the two entities lie within the same sentence, and the start token does not occur after the end token. The relevant elements are verbal chunks, start tokens, and end tokens. We group the candidates by their sentence and consider a context window with 7 candidates.
Hedge detection
Hedges are linguistic devices that indicate uncertain or unreliable information within a text. The detection of hedge structures is important for many applications that extract facts from textual data. The CoNLL 2010 Shared Task [8] is dedicated to hedge detection.
A hedge structure consists of a cue and a scope. The hedge cue comprises one or more keywords that determine the uncertainty. The hedge scope is the uncertain statement which is hedged by the cue. The hedge scope always includes the corresponding cue.
Corpus
The corpus provided in the CoNLL 2010 Shared Task is based on the BioScope corpus [26] . This corpus includes scientific texts from the biological domain and is manually annotated with hedge cues and their scopes. We use state-ofthe-art ETL systems [6, 10, 16 ] to include in this corpus the following features: POS tags, phrase chunks, and clause annotations. This corpus is divided into two parts: training and test. Besides that, the training part comprises scientific paper abstracts and full papers. To perform parameter tuning and model selection, we use the abstracts part as training corpus and the full papers part as development corpus. After the modeling phase, we evaluate our system on the test corpus.
Entity identification
We consider three types of hedge entities: cue chunk, start scope token, and end scope token. We train three ETL models to detect these entities.
The cue detection subtask is approached as a token classification problem by using the IOB tagging style. In this subtask, a token is classified as I when it is inside a hedge cue, as O when it is outside a hedge cue, and as B when it begins a hedge cue immediately after a distinct cue.
The start and end token scope subtasks are modeled as binary classification problems. We train an ETL token classifier to tackle each one of them.
Candidate relation generation
The hedge candidate relation contains the entity triples that comprise a hedge cue, a start scope token and an end scope token, such that the three entities lie within the same sentence, the start token does not occur after the end token and the cue chunk lie between the start and the end tokens. We choose verbal chunks and the three entities as relevant elements. We group the candidates by the cue and start scope entities. We consider a context window with 7 candidates.
Quotation extraction
Quotation extraction is an important task that has not been exploited much in the scientific literature. Indeed, to the best of our knowledge, there are no ML-based system and no publicly available annotated corpus for this task. Nevertheless, there are many systems available in the Web that provide, or internally use, this type of information. Almost all systems are based on manual pattern rules and gazetteers [5, 20, 25] .
Corpus
The corpus used in this task comprises news feeds from the New York Times. It contains 69 news feeds, and 441 quotations have been manually annotated. We also include POS tags and Named Entity tags in this corpus. To evaluate the system performance, we perform a tenfold cross-validation procedure.
Entity identification
We consider two entity types: person and quotation. Person entities are directly detected from the named entity tags. Quotation entities are detected by a simple method that analyzes quotation marks.
Candidate relation generation
The candidate relation comprises all the pairs of person and quotation entities within the same paragraph. The following elements are considered as relevant: person entities, quotation entities, quotation verbs, personal pronouns, punctuation marks, and quotation marks. Quotation verbs are the ones that frequently indicate a quotation. We group the candidate relations by their quotation entity, since one quotation is stated by only one person among all possible candidates. Hence, the grouped candidates have a strong dependency: only one of them can be true.
Dependency parsing
The dependency tree of a sentence is a directed tree, such that each node corresponds to a token and an arc (h, d) indicates that the token d is syntactically dependent on the head token h. Dependency parsing [19] consists in deriving the dependency tree of a sentence by identifying the head of each token.
The dependency tree is regarded as an important information in computational linguistics. Hence 
Corpus
We apply the RelHunter method to the Portuguese corpus provided in the CoNLL 2006 Shared Task [2] . This corpus is derived from the Bosque corpus [13] . The corpus also includes the following features: token word, word lemma, coarse-grained POS, fine-grained POS, and a list of setvalued syntactic and morphological features.
Entity identification
We define two entity types for this task: dependent tokens and head tokens. We have to predict the head token for each token in the corpus. Besides, for a given token, every token within the same sentence is a potential head. Thus, we do not need a classifier to identify entities, since all tokens are potential entities.
Candidate relation generation
For dependency parsing, we approach the Candidate Relation Generation by an ML method. We train two token classification models in order to perform this subtask. First, we train a binary ETL model to predict, for each token, at which side (left or right) its head token lies. We train another ETL token classification model to predict the POS tag of the head token.
To train these two ETL models, we use the input features from the original corpus and three derived features: the total number of verbs before the token, the total number of verbs after the token, and the lemma of the nearest verb before the token.
The binary candidate relation includes all the token pairs (h, d) such that h and d lie within the same sentence, and h lies on the predicted side of d and has the predicted POS tag. We group the relation candidates by the dependent token entity. Hence, all head candidates for a given token lie within the same segment in the relation dataset.
Experimental evaluation
We perform several experiments on seven multilingual corpora in order to evaluate the RelHunter performance and compare it to other systems. In Table 2 , we show the major characteristics of the chosen corpora.
In Table 3 , we present detailed evaluation results on these corpora. The presented results are divided into four column groups: (i) ETL token classification approaches; (ii) systems derived from a modified RelHunter method that does not perform interdependent classification; (iii) systems derived from the RelHunter method; and (iv) state-of-the-art systems. In each column group, we report precision, recall, and F -score. In the last column group, we also include the stateof-the-art system names.
The experimental evaluations are performed through each corpus test set, except for quotation extraction, where we use a tenfold cross-validation procedure. For the dependency parsing task, we report only the F -score, since this is a token classification problem and this measure is equal to precision, recall, and accuracy.
Token classification benchmarking
We compare RelHunter with ETL approaches based on token classification modeling. The performances of these to- 
Interdependent classification
We apply a modified version of the RelHunter method that considers no dependency among the relation candidates, i.e., it uses a context window with only one candidate. These results are presented in the second column group of Table 3. The dependency version outperforms the no dependency version in three out of seven evaluated corpora. In the remaining corpora, the performance is exactly the same. The average F 1 of the dependency version is 1.37% greater than the one achieved by the no dependency version. In this comparison, there is a large deviation for the Quotation Extraction task. For this task, the F 1 of the dependency version is 8.34% greater. We believe this is due to the strong dependency in the quotation relation. One specific quotation is stated by exactly one person and hence the relation instances that include the same quotation have a strong dependency: only one is true.
We believe that the null impact of the interdependent classification scheme on three tasks (phrase chunking, hedge detection, and dependency parsing) is due to the entity identification phase used for these tasks. The entity definition used in these tasks conveys strong information about the target structures. Hence, the entity detection phase becomes hard and the relation recognition phase becomes trivial. We believe that one may improve the RelHunter performance on these cases by modeling weaker entities and consequently transferring classification effort to the relation recognition phase.
State-of-the-art systems
We also compare the RelHunter performances with the performances achieved by state-of-the-art systems. The results show that RelHunter is valuable. It achieves state-of-the-art performance on three corpora and the performances on the other four corpora are close to the state-of-the-art performances.
Conclusion
For the past two decades, machine learning (ML) methods have been successfully applied to computational linguistic problems. Some of these problems, like part-of-speech tagging, are easily modeled as token classification problems.
However, for many others, the task is to identify complex structures within a text. These structures frequently have two important aspects: they comprise many tokens, and they show nonlocal token dependencies. Despite that, many approaches cast such problems as token classification in order to ease the application of ML algorithms.
Here, we propose RelHunter, an ML-based method for the extraction of structured information from text. RelHunter consists in modeling the target structures as a relation over entities and thus decomposes the original task into several simpler subtasks. Task decomposition is a central idea in the RelHunter method and allows it to efficiently tackle the nonlocal aspects of complex problems.
RelHunter is based on the Entropy Guided Transformation Learning (ETL) algorithm. Like hidden Markov models, ETL performs interdependent classification, a powerful feature exploited by RelHunter to consider dependencies among the target structures. Experimental results indicate that this technique is indeed effective.
RelHunter may be easily applied to many complex computational linguistic problems. We show its versatility by applying it to five multilingual tasks: phrase chunking, clause identification, hedge detection, quotation extraction, and dependency parsing.
We evaluate RelHunter-based systems on seven corpora and compare their performances with the corresponding token classification and state-of-the-art methods. The proposed systems are effective and outperform the token classification systems on all evaluated corpora. Moreover, RelHunter systems achieve state-of-the-art results for three corpora and, for the other four corpora, achieve good results.
There are several other computational linguistic problems that may be easily approached by using RelHunter. Semantic role labeling [14] is a very complex and important example that would contribute to a better understanding and use of RelHunter.
RelHunter explores the dependency among language structures by using a powerful feature of the ETL algorithm. Nevertheless, this feature is restricted to linearly organized examples, since ETL has been initially proposed for token classification problems. Language structures involve dependency topologies that are frequently much more complex than that. The ETL algorithm may be extended to consider more complex dependency topologies. We conjecture that it is possible to consider quite general topologies. This would contribute to the construction of better solutions to many computational linguistic tasks.
